Humans can only interact with part of the surrounding environment due to biological restrictions. Therefore, we learn to reason the spatial relationships across a series of observations to piece together the surrounding environment. Inspired by such behavior and the fact that machines also have computational constraints, we propose COnditional COordinate GAN (COCO-GAN) of which the generator generates images by parts based on their spatial coordinates as the condition. On the other hand, the discriminator learns to justify realism across multiple assembled patches by global coherence, local appearance, and edge-crossing continuity. Despite the full images are never generated during training, we show that COCO-GAN can produce state-of-the-art-quality full images during inference. We further demonstrate a variety of novel applications enabled by teaching the network to be aware of coordinates. First, we perform extrapolation to the learned coordinate manifold and generate off-the-boundary patches. Combining with the originally generated full image, COCO-GAN can produce images that are larger than training samples, which we called "beyond-boundary generation". We then showcase panorama generation within a cylindrical coordinate system that inherently preserves horizontally cyclic topology. On the computation side, COCO-GAN has a built-in divide-and-conquer paradigm that reduces memory requisition during training and inference, provides high-parallelism, and can generate parts of images on-demand.
Introduction
The human perception has only partial access to the surrounding environment due to biological restrictions (such as the limited acuity area of the fovea), and therefore humans infer the whole environment by "assembling" few local views obtained from their eyesight. This recognition can be done partially because humans are able to associate the spatial coordination of these local views with the environment (where they are situated in), then correctly assemenerator iscriminator Figure 1 : COCO-GAN generates and discriminates only parts of the full image via conditional coordinating. Despite the full images are never generated during training, the generator can still produce full images that are visually indistinguishable to standard GAN samples during inference. ble these local views, and recognize the whole environment. Currently, most of the computational vision models assume to have access to full images as inputs for down-streaming tasks, which sometimes may become a computational bottleneck of modern vision models when dealing with large field-of-view images. This limitation piques our interest and raises an intriguing question: "is it possible to train generative models to be aware of coordinate system for generating local views (i.e. parts of the image) that can be assembled into a globally coherent image?"
Conventional GANs [9] target at learning a generator that models a mapping from a prior latent distribution (normally a unit Gaussian) to the real data distribution. To achieve generating high-quality images by parts, we introduce coordinate systems within an image and divide image generation into separated parallel sub-procedures. Our framework, named COnditional COordinate GAN (COCO-GAN), aims at learning a coordinate manifold that is orthogonal to the latent distribution manifold. After a latent vector is sampled, the generator conditions on each spatial coordinate and generate patches at each corresponding spatial position. On the other hand, the discriminator learns to judge whether adjacent patches are structurally sound, visually homogeneous, and continuous across the edges be- Figure 2 : An overview of COCO-GAN training. The latent vectors are duplicated multiple times, concatenated with micro coordinates, and feed to the generator to generate micro patches. Then we concatenate multiple micro patches to form a larger macro patch. The discriminator learns to discriminate between real and fake macro patches and an auxiliary task predicting the coordinate of the macro patch. Note that the full images are only generated in the testing phase (Appendix A).
tween multiple patches. Figure 1 depicts the high-level idea.
We perform a series of experiments that set the generator to generate patches under different configurations. The results show that COCO-GAN can achieve state-of-the-art generation quality in multiple setups with "Frchet Inception Distance" (FID) [11] score measurement. Furthermore, to our surprise, even if the generated patch sizes are set to as small as 4 × 4 pixels, the full images that are composed by 1024 separately generated patches can still consistently form complete and plausible human faces. To further demonstrate the generator indeed learns the coordinate manifold, we perform an extrapolation experiment on the coordinate condition. Interestingly, the generator is able to generate novel contents that are never explicitly presented in the real data. We show that COCO-GAN can produce 384 × 384 images that are larger than the 256 × 256 real training samples. We call such a procedure "beyondboundary generation"; all the samples created through this procedure are guaranteed to be novel samples, which is a powerful example of artificial creativity.
We then investigate another series of novel applications and merits brought about by teaching the network to be aware of the coordinates. The first is panorama generation. To preserve the native horizontally-cyclic topology of panoramic images, we apply cylindrical coordinate to COCO-GAN training process and show that the generated samples are indeed horizontally cyclic. Next, we demonstrate that the "image generation by parts" schema is highly parallelable and saves a significant amount of memory for both training and inference. Furthermore, as the generation procedures of patches are disjoint, COCO-GAN inherently supports generation on-demand, which particularly fits applications for computation-restricted environments, such as mobile and virtual reality. Last but not the least, we show that by adding an extra prediction branch that reconstructs latent vectors, COCO-GAN can generate an entire image with respect to a patch of real image as guidance, which we call "patch-guided generation".
COCO-GAN unveils the potential of generating highquality images with conditional coordinating. This property enables a wide range of new applications, and can further be used by other tasks with encoding-decoding schema. With the "generation by parts" property, COCO-GAN is highly parallelable and intrinsically inherits the classic divide-andconquer design paradigm, which facilitates future research toward large field-of-view data generation.
COCO-GAN
Overview. COCO-GAN consists of two networks (a generator G and a discriminator D), two coordinate systems (a finer-grained micro coordinate for G and a coarser-grained macro coordinate for D), and images of three sizes: full images (real: x, generated: s), macro patches (real: x , generated: s ) and micro patches (generated: s ).
The generator of COCO-GAN is a conditional model that generates micro patches with s = G(z, c ), where z is a latent vector and c is a micro coordinate condition designating the spatial location of s to be generated. The final goal of G is to generate realistic and seamless full images by assembling a set of s altogether with a merging function ϕ. In practice, we find that setting ϕ as a concatenation function without overlapping is sufficient for COCO-GAN We list all the used symbols in Appendix B.
to synthesize high-quality images. Note that the size of the micro patches and ϕ also imply a cropping transformation ψ, cropping out a macro patch x from a real image x, which is used to sample real macro patches for training D.
In the above setting, the seams between consecutive patches become the major obstacle of full image realism. To mitigate this issue, we train the discriminator with larger macro patches that are assembled with multiple micro patches. Such a design aims to introduce the continuity and coherence of multiple consecutive or nearby micro patches into the consideration of adversarial loss. In order to fool the discriminator, the generator has to close the gap at the boundaries between the generated patches.
COCO-GAN is trained with three loss terms: patch Wasserstein loss L W , patch gradient penalty loss L GP , and spatial consistency loss L S . For L W and L GP , compared with conventional GANs that use full images x for both G and D training, COCO-GAN only cooperates with macro patches and micro patches. Meanwhile, the spatial consistency loss L S is an ACGAN-like [20] loss function. Depending on the design of ϕ, we can calculate macro coordinate c for the macro patches x . L S aims at minimizing the distance loss between the real macro coordinate c and the discriminator-estimated macro coordinateĉ . The loss functions of COCO-GAN are
for the generator G.
Spatial coordinate system. We start with designing the two spatial coordinate systems, a micro coordinate system for the generator G and a macro coordinate system for the discriminator D. Depending on the design of the aforementioned merging function ϕ, each macro coordinate c (i,j) is associated with a matrix of micro coordinates:
, whose complete form is
During COCO-GAN training, we uniformly sample all combinations of C (i,j) . The generator G conditions on each micro coordinate c (i,j) , and learns to accordingly produce micro patches s (i,j) by G(z, c (i,j) ). The matrix of generated micro patches S (i,j) = G(z, C (i,j) ) are produced independently while sharing the same latent vector z across the micro coordinate matrix.
The design principle of the C (i,j) construction is that, the accordingly generated micro patches S (i,j) should be spatially close to each other. Then the micro patches are merged by the merging function ϕ to form a complete macro patch s (i,j) = ϕ(S (i,j) ) as a coarser partial-view of the imagery full-scene. Meanwhile, we assign s (i,j) with a new macro coordinate c (i,j) under the macro coordinate system with respect to C (i,j) . On the real data side, we directly sample macro coordinates c (i,j) , then produce real macro patches x (i,j) = ψ(x, c (i,j) ) with the cropping function ψ. Note that the design choice of the micro coordinates C (i,j) is also correlated with the topological characteristic of the micro/macro coordinate systems (for instance, the cylindrical coordinate system for panoramas used in Section 3.4).
In Figure 2 , we illustrate one of the most straightforward designs for the above heuristic functions that we have adopted throughout our experiments. The micro patches are always a neighbor of each other and can be directly combined into a square-shaped macro patch using ϕ. We observe that setting ϕ to be a concatenation function is sufficient for G to learn smoothly, and eventually to produce seamless and high-quality images.
During the testing phase, depending on the design of the micro coordinate system, we can infer a corresponding spatial coordinate matrix C full . Such a matrix is used to independently produce all the micro patches required for constituting the full image.
Loss functions. The patch Wasserstein loss L W is a macro-patch-level Wasserstein distance loss similar to Wasserstein-GAN [1] loss. It forces the discriminator to distinguish between the real macro patches x and fake macro patches s , and on the other hand, encourages the generator to confuse the discriminator with seemingly realistic micro patches s . Its complete form is
Again, note that G(z, C ) represents that the micro patches are generated through independent processes. We apply Gradient Penalty [10] to the macro patches discrimination:
whereŝ = s + (1 − ) x is calculated between randomly paired s and x with a random number ∈ 0, 1 . Finally, the spatial consistency loss L S is similar to AC-GAN loss [20] . The discriminator is equipped with an auxiliary prediction head A, which aims to estimate the macro coordinate of a given macro patch with A(x ). A slight difference is that both c and c have relatively more continuous values than the discrete setting of ACGAN. As a result, we apply a distance measurement loss for L S , which is an L 2 -loss. It aims to train G to generate corresponding micro patches by G(z, c ) with respect to the given spatial condition c . The spatial consistency loss is
(a) CelebA (N2,M2,S32) (full image: 128×128).
(b) LSUN bedroom (N2,M2,S64) (full image: 256×256).
Figure 3: COCO-GAN generates visually smooth and globally coherent full images without any post-processing. The three rows from top to bottom show: (a) the generated full images, (b) macro patches, and (c) micro patches. For the first five columns, each column uses the same latent vector, e.g., the leftmost full image (first row), the leftmost micro patch (second row), and the leftmost micro patch (third row) share the same latent vector. Note that the columns are not aligned due to different sizes. More results can be found in the Appendix F.
3. Experiments
Quality of Generation by Parts
We start with validating COCO-GAN on CelebA [16] and LSUN [30] (bedroom). To verify that COCO-GAN can learn to generate the full image without the access to the full image, we first conduct a basic setting for both datasets in which the macro patch edge length (CelebA: 64 × 64, LSUN: 128 × 128) is 1/2 of the full image and the micro patch edge length (CelebA: 32 × 32, LSUN: 64 × 64) is 1/2 of the macro patch. We denote the above cases as CelebA (N2,M2,S32) and LSUN (N2,M2,S32), where N2 and M2 represent that a macro patch is composed of 2 × 2 micro patches, and S32 means each of the micro patches is 32 × 32 pixels. Our results in Figure 3 show that COCO-GAN generates high-quality images in the settings that the micro patch size is 1/16 of the full image.
To further show that COCO-GAN can learn more finegrained and tiny micro patches under the same macro patch size setting, we sweep through the resolution of micro patch from 32×32, 16×16, 8×8, 4×4, labelled as (N2,M2,S32), (N4,M4,S16), (N8,M8,S8) and (N16,M16,S4), respectively. The results shown in Figure 4 suggest that COCO-GAN can learn coordinate information and generate images by parts even with extremely tiny 4 × 4 pixels micro patch.
We report Frchet Inception Distance (FID) [11] in Table 1 comparing with state-of-the-art GANs. Without additional hyper-parameter tuning, the quantitative results show that COCO-GAN is competitive with other state-of-the-art GANs. In Appendix L, we also provide Wasserstein distance and FID score through time as training indicators. The curves suggest that COCO-GAN is stable during training.
Latent Space Continuity
To demonstrate the space continuity more precisely, we perform the interpolation experiment in two directions: "full-images interpolation" and "coordinates interpolation". We describe the model details and hyper-parameters in Appendix C. Full-Images Interpolation. Intuitively, the inter-fullimage interpolation is challenging for COCO-GAN, since all micro patches generated with different spatial coordinates must all change synchronously to make the full-image interpolation smooth. Nonetheless, as shown in Figure 5 we empirically find COCO-GAN can interpolate smoothly and synchronously without producing unnatural artifacts. We randomly sample two latent vectors z 1 and z 2 . With any given interpolation point z in the slerp-path [27] between z 1 and z 2 , the generator uses the full spatial coordinate sequence C full to generate all corresponding patches. Then we assemble all the generated micro patches together and form a generated full image s.
Coordinates Interpolation. Another dimension of the interpolation experiment is inter-class (e.g. between spatial coordinate condition) interpolation with a fixed latent vector. We linearly-interpolate spatial coordinates between [−1, 1] with a fixed latent vector z. The results in Figure 6 show that, although we only uniformly sample spatial coordinates within a discrete spatial coordinate set, the spatial coordinates interpolation is still overall continuous. An interesting observation is about the interpolation at the position between the eyebrows. In Figure 6 , COCO-GAN does not know the existence of the glabella between two eyes due to the discrete and sparse spatial coordinates sampling strategy. Instead, it learns to directly deform the shape of the eye to switch from one eye to another. This phenomenon raises an interesting discussion, even though the model learns to produce high-quality face images, it still may learn wrong relationships of objects behind the scene.
Beyond-Boundary Generation
COCO-GAN enables a new type of image generation that has never been achieved by GANs before: generate full images that are larger than any training sample from scratch. In this context, all the generated images are guaranteed to be novel and original, since these generated images do not even exist in the training distribution. A supportive evidence is that the generated images have higher resolution than any sample in the training data. In comparison, existing GANs mostly have their output shape fixed after its creation and prove the generator can produce novel samples instead of memorizing real data via interpolating between generated samples.
A shared and interesting behavior of learned manifold of GANs is that, in most cases, the generator can still produce plausible samples with latent vectors slightly out of the training distribution, which we called extrapolation. We empirically observe that with a fixed z, extrapolation can be done on the coordinate condition beyond the training coordinates distribution. However, as the continuity among patches at these positions is not considered during training, the generated images might show a slight discontinuity at the border. As a solution, we apply a straightforward posttraining process (described in Appendix E) for improving the continuity among patches.
In Figure 7 , we perform the post-training process on * The model is not fully converged due to computational resource constraints. One can obtain even lower FID with more GPU-days. 
Panorama Generation & Partial Generation
Generating panoramas using GANs is an interesting problem but has never been carefully investigated. Different from normal image generation, panoramas are expected to be cylindrical and cyclic in the horizontal direction. However, normal GANs do not have built-in ability to handle such cyclic characteristic if without special types of padding mechanism support [4] . In contrast, COCO-GAN is a coordinate-system-aware learning framework. We can easily adopt a cylindrical coordinate system, and generate panoramas that are having "cyclic topology" in the horizontal direction as shown in Figure 8 .
To train COCO-GAN with a panorama dataset under a cylindrical coordinate system, the spatial coordinate sampling strategy needs to be slightly modified. In the horizontal direction, the sampled value within the normalized range [−1, 1] is treated as an angular value θ, and then is projected with cos(θ) and sin(θ) individually to form a unit-circle on a 2D surface. Along with the original sampling strategy on the vertical axis, a cylindrical coordinate system is formed.
We conduct our experiment on Matterport3D [2] dataset. We first take the sky-box format of the dataset, which consists of six faces of a 3D cube. We preprocess and project the sky-box to a cylinder using Mercator projection, then resize to 768 × 512 resolution. Since the Mercator projection creates extreme sparsity near the northern and southern poles, which lacks information, we directly remove the upper and lower 1/4 areas. Eventually, the size of panorama we use for training is 768 × 256 pixels.
We also find COCO-GAN has an interesting connection with virtual reality (VR). VR is known to have a tight computational budget due to high frame-rate requirement and high-resolution demand. It is hard to generate full-scene for VR in real time using standard generative models. Some recent VR studies on omnidirectional view rendering and streaming [6, 21, 5] focus on reducing computational cost or network bandwidth by adapting to the user's viewport. COCO-GAN, with the generation-by-parts feature, can easily inherit the same strategy and achieve computation ondemand with respect to the user's viewpoint. Such a strategy can largely reduce unnecessary computational cost outside the region of interest, thus making image generation in VR more applicable.
Patch-Guided Image Generation
We further explore an interesting application of COCO-GAN named "Patch-Guided Image Generation". By training an extra auxiliary network Q within D that predicts the latent vector of each generated macro patch s , the discriminator is able to find a latent vector z est = Q(x ) that generates a macro patch similar to a provided real macro patch x . Moreover, the estimated latent vector z est can be applied to the full-image generation process, and eventually generates an image that is partially similar to the original real macro patch, while globally coherent.
This application shares similar context to some bijection methods [8, 7, 3] , despite COCO-GAN estimates the latent vector with a single macro patch instead of the full image. In addition, the application is also similar to image restoration [14, 28, 29] or image out-painting [23] . However, these related applications heavily rely on the information from the surrounding environment, which is not fully accessible from a single macro patch. In Figure 9 , we show that our method is robust to extremely damaged images. More samples and analyses are described in Appendix K.
Computation-Friendly Generation
Recent studies in high-resolution image generation [13, 17, 12] have gained lots of success; however, a shared conundrum among these existing approaches is the computation being memory hungry. Therefore, these approaches make some compromises to reduce memory usage [13, 17] . Moreover, this memory bottleneck cannot be easily resolved without specific hardware support, which makes the generation of over 1024 × 1024 resolution images difficult to achieve. These types of high-resolution images are commonly seen in panoramas, street views, and medical images.
In contrast, COCO-GAN only requires partial views of the full image for both training and inference. Note that the memory consumption for training (and making inference) GANs grows approximately linearly with respect to the image size. Due to using only partial views, COCO-GAN changes the growth in memory consumption to be associated with the size of a macro patch, not the full image. For instance, on the CelebA 128 × 128 dataset, the (N2,M2,S16) setup of COCO-GAN reduces memory re-0°360°720°F igure 8: The generated panorama is cyclic in the horizontal direction since COCO-GAN is trained with a cylindrical coordinate system. Here, we paste the same generated panorama twice (from 360
• to 720 • ) to better illustrate the cyclic property of the generated panorama. More generation results are provided in Appendix H. [14] . The blue boxes visualize the predicted spatial coordinates A(x ), while the red boxes indicate the ground truth coordinates c . Note that the generated images are not expected to be identical to the original real images. More examples are provided in Appendix K. quirement from 17,184 MB (our projection discriminator backbone) to 8,992 MB (i.e., 47.7% reduction), with a batch size 128. However, if the size of a macro patch is too small, COCO-GAN will be misled to learn incorrect spatial relation; in Figure 10 , we show an experiment with a macro patch of size 32 × 32 and a micro patch size of 16 × 16. Notice the low quality (i.e., duplicated faces). Empirically, the minimum requirement of macro patch size varies for different datasets; for instance, COCO-GAN does not show similar poor quality in panorama generation in Section 3.4, where the macro patch size is 1/48 of the full panorama. Future research on a) how to mitigate such effects (for instance, increase the receptive field of D without harming performance) and b) how to evaluate a proper macro patch size, may further advance the generation-by-parts property particularly in generating large field-of-view data.
Ablation Study
In Table 2 , the ablation study aims to analyze the tradeoffs of each component of COCO-GAN. We perform ex- Table 2 : The ablation study shows that COCO-GAN (N2,M2,S16) can converge well with little trade-off in convergence speed on CelebA 64 × 64 dataset.
periments in CelebA 64 × 64 with four ablation configurations: "continuous sampling" demonstrates that using continuous uniform sampling strategy for spatial coordinates during training will result in moderate generation quality drop; "optimal D" lets the discriminator directly discriminate the full image while the generator still generates micro patches; "optimal G" lets the generator directly generate the full image while the discriminator still discriminates macro patches; "multiple G" trains an individual generator for each spatial coordinate. We observe that, surprisingly, despite the convergence speed is different, "optimal discriminator", COCO-GAN, and "optimal generator" (ordered by convergence speed from fast to slow) can all achieve similar FID scores if with sufficient training time. The difference in convergence speed is expected since "optimal discriminator" provides the generator with more accurate and global adversarial loss. In contrast, the "optimal generator" has relatively more parameters and layers to optimize, which causes the convergence speed slower than COCO-GAN. Lastly, the "multiple generators" setting cannot converge well. Although it can also concatenate micro patches without obvious seams as COCO-GAN does, the full-image results often cannot agree and are not coherent. More experimental details and generated samples are shown in Appendix J.
Non-Aligned Dataset
It is easy to get confused that the coordinate system would restrain COCO-GAN from learning on less aligned datasets. In fact, this is completely not true. For instance, the bedroom category of LSUN, the location, size and orientation of the bed are very dynamic and non-aligned. On the other hand, the Matterport3D panoramas are completely non-aligned in the horizontal direction.
To further resolve all the potential concerns, we propose CelebA-syn, which applies a random displacement on the raw data (different from data augmentation, this preprocessing directly affects the dataset) to mess up the face alignment. We first trim the raw images to 128×128. The position of the upper-left corner is sampled by (x, y) = (25 + dx, 50 + dy), where dx ∼ U(−25, 25) and dy ∼ U(−25, 25). Then we resize the trimmed images to 64×64 for training. As shown in Figure 11 , COCO-GAN can stably create reasonable samples of high diversity (also notice the high diversity at the eye positions). 
Related Work
Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) [9] and its conditional variant [18] have shown their potential and flexibility to many different tasks. Recent studies on GANs are focusing on generating high-resolution and high-quality synthetic images in different settings. For instance, generating images with 1024 × 1024 resolution [13, 17] , generating images with low-quality synthetic images as condition [24] , and by applying segmentation maps as conditions [26] . However, these prior works share similar assumptions: the model must process and generate the full image in a single shot. This assumption consumes an unavoidable and significant amount of memory when the size of the targeting image is relatively large, and therefore makes it difficult to satisfy memory requirements for both training and inference. Searching for a solution to this problem is one of the initial motivations of this work.
COCO-GAN shares some similarities to Pixel-RNN [25] , which is a pixel-level generation framework while COCO-GAN is a patch-level generation framework. Pixel-RNN transforms the image generation task into a sequence generation task and maximizes the log-likelihood directly. In contrast, COCO-GAN aims at decomposing the computation dependencies between micro patches across the spatial dimensions, and then uses the adversarial loss to ensure smoothness between adjacent micro patches.
CoordConv [15] is another similar method but with fundamental differences. CoordConv provides spatial positioning information directly to the convolutional kernels in order to solve the coordinate transform problem and shows multiple improvements in different tasks. In contrast, COCO-GAN uses spatial coordinates as an auxiliary task for the GANs training, which enforces both the generator and the discriminator to learn coordinating and correlations between the generated micro patches. We have also considered incorporating CoordConv into COCO-GAN. However, empirical results show little visual improvement.
Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we propose COCO-GAN, a novel GAN incorporating the conditional coordination mechanism. COCO-GAN enables "generation by parts" and demonstrates the generation quality being competitive to state-ofthe-arts. COCO-GAN also enables several new applications such as "Beyond-Boundary Generation" and "Panorama Generation", which serve as intriguing directions for future research on leveraging the learned coordinate manifold for (a) tackling with large field-of-view generation and (b) reducing computational requisition.
Particularly, given a random latent vector, BeyondBoundary Generation generates images larger than any training sample by extrapolating the learned coordinate manifold, which is enabled exclusively by COCO-GAN. Future research on extending this property to other tasks or applications may further take advantage of such an out-ofdistribution generation paradigm.
Although COCO-GAN has achieved a high generation quality comparable to state-of-the-art GANs, for several generated samples we still observe that the local structures may be discontinued or mottled. This suggests further studies on additional refinements or blending approaches that could be applied on COCO-GAN for generating more stable and reliable samples.
